
TWN INK-T
work table



DESIGN

The creatively designed work table/chair TWN INK-T is a unique working table in his kind. There 

is one other working table that goes from 600 mm up to 1120 mm. You can sit in front of your 

client or standing in front of your client. Your client sits comfortable on 6 cm thick HR foam. The 

chair can be made fully customizable to the needs of our customers. The hardness of the foam, 

form of the back, play with the colors of the fabrics and stitching, the black powder coat frame 

is a standard but if you prefer a rusty color, or every other color; we make it for you!



SEAT
500 mm x 550 mm

BACK
850 mm x 550 mm, Back angle adjustment: from 90 ͦ till 180 ͦ

One piece wooden core with 6 cm HR foam

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
with one LINAK® moters

600 – 1120 mm

back- and legs support hydraulic adjustment   

FRAME
3 mm tick tube profile, powder coat black 

All other RAL colors on request

WHEELS
(NEW) Big 100 mm TENTE® wheels with kick-brake

OR

wheel lift system (like photos) 

FABRIC
Valencia™ BLACK with ORANGE stitching 

Antibacterial, antistain en chemical resistant vinyl

COLOR
MONO-, BI-, of TRI-COLOR, choose out of 66 colors

Choose our own color of the stitches 

MAX. WEIGHT
225 KG

WARRANTY
Lifetime on construction, 3 years on moving parts

OPTIONS
Seamless fabric, NASA memory foam, ect.. 

FOAMCOAT

foot control

other size pad armrest than the standard 400x200 mm

Talk to us; we make it how you want it! 

TECHNICAL FEATURES
We are allowed to make changes to make the product better, the dimensions as shown maybe differed from reality.





MADE BY HAND







True comfort is the absence of awareness. 

When a chair is a perfect fit for your body, 

it becomes ‘invisible’ and you’re not aware 

of it at all.





ORDER We are on all the social 

networks, but we want to be 

in contact with you, for real, 

pick up the phone or sent a 

mail. Talk to us!

You find the compleet price

list on the website

6 days a week from 8 till 8

+31 (0)77 - 4000 544

PRICES www.mijnvorm.nl

info@mijnvorm.nl



POSTAL ADDRESS  

Gasthuistraat 11

5961 GA  HORST -NL-

PRODUCTION / WAREHOUSE

Hulsweg 6 [unit 17 & 18]

5866 CL  SWOLGEN -NL-

facebook.com/mijnvorm

http://www.facebook.com/mijnvorm

